LYLE BELGER (continued) 7:40pm - 8:40pm | Jessie Square Lyle Belger is a Senior at Redwood High School in Millbrae. He has been training and performing at the American Conservatory Theater for the past six years and is a member of ACT’s High School Cabaret Ensembles, training under Jill MacLean and Krista Wajda. He was a Finalist in The Bay Area Teen Idol Competition earlier this year and was recently awarded Outstanding Youth Performer for his commitment and dedication to the mission of Bread and Roses.

MARK FOLKINGER (continued) 8:15pm - Performance Stage Mark Folkinger Dance Project (MFDP) is a contemporary dance organization based in San Francisco currently in its 32nd season. MFDP seeks to present diverse dance works to a variety of communities on an annual basis. MFDP produces Dancing in the Park SF. Family workshops such as M风格ewalker Sweet and Alice in Wonderland and contemporary works for its professional ensemble. For more information on MFDP visit mfdp.org

MEETING DELIRIUM 8:00pm | Music Stage Meeting Delirium is an invitation to revel in the sound of earth shaking, drumming and searing brass. Let your hair down, get delicious and shake your skin. If you love you will play if Bollywood, Balkan, Brazilian, Chinese, Tango, Afro-pop, Middle Eastern, Salsa and more. A love letter to your feet from the dance floor.

NAVARASA DANCE THEATER 7:00pm - Performance Stage Narasa Dance Theater (www.navarasa.org) will present excerpts from its repertoires in Indian dance, Kabab (Kathak art) and dance-kravet: A celebration of love, life and social justice.

NICOLE MARIA & FRIENDS 7:30pm - Performance Stage Nicole Maria will present a variety of styles of dance spanning from North Africa to the Middle East and Balkans. Joining Nicole on stage we have Gregory Massad, Jennifer on clarinet/vax, Danny Con on trumpet, Hashem Abeld Hadi on oud, and Fatma Zedan on darbuka/loq. PITCH, PLEASE 8:00pm - 8:40pm | Yerba Buena Lane THEATRE FLAMENCO 9:00pm - Performance Stage Theatre Flamenco of San Francisco exists to support the cultural enrichment of the San Francisco Bay Area through the presentation and promotion of flamenco, an art form that spring from an International, and rich mix of cultural and ethnic influences that converge in southern Spain. The company is the second oldest dance company in San Francisco and one of the longest continually running flamenco performance groups outside of Spain. Located in the vibrant Mission district of San Francisco, the company hosts monthly shows in its studio performance space featuring world class local and international guest artists, and it also produces one annual home season in San Francisco.

SANG MATIZ 7:00pm - Music Stage An energetic and versatile Afro-Latin Funk band, Sang Matiz is known to enthrill audiences with a collection of original compositions and cover songs which fuse World and Tropical beats with contemporary rhythms such as Pop, Jazz, and Funk. Over a stretch of 9 years, they’ve perfected a unique combination of styles which weaves catchy, syncopated melodies with flamenco-style finger picking. It sounds like the Grays Kingle and Jannoucied had a baby in South America. Sang Matiz will take you on a journey of cultural expression with an exciting, better of sounds full of passion, energy, and wild creativity.

SOFAYA 6:30pm - Performance Stage Sofaya is a Central Asian and Middle Eastern Dance company at UC Berkeley. Our hope is to share the beauty from these regions of the world through dance.

SYN CIRCUS 7:00pm - 8:00pm, & 9:00pm - Yerba Buena Lane! You, He, She, They have a story. This is not a vapid conglomeration, but a story conglomeration. We all have a story to tell and our story to Harvey. Syn Circus brings you a collection of aerial performances told from the feminine perspective. Featuring Lucy Haymes, Jeniece Victoria, Sara Videveld and Alyssa Stroud.

OUR COMMUNITY SPONSORS AND PARTNERS
The Yerba Buena Community Benefit District would like to thank the following supporters for making this event possible: M.U.M Management Group, Yerba Buena Gardens Festival, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, Impark and Heard Corporation
THE YERBA BUENA COMMUNITY BENEFIT DISTRICT PRESENTS
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OUR COMMUNITY SPONSORS AND PARTNERS

The Yerba Buena Community Benefit District would like to thank the following supporters for making this event possible:

MUM Management Group, Yerba Buena Gardens Festival, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, Impark and Haerdt Corporation

The Yerba Buena Community Benefit District is a community-based organization working to improve the quality of life in Yerba Buena. We provide programs that foster a safe and secure community, a cleaner and greener environment, and a vibrant neighborhood. Visit www.ynbcb.org for more information.

For information on neighborhood news, activities, and businesses, visit www.visityerbabuena.org.
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in JESSIE SQUARE & YERBA BUENA LANE

YBNight.org
#YERBABUENANIGHT
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LYLE BELGER 🤗 7:40pm & 8:40pm — Jessie Square

Lyle Belger is a Senior at Redwood High School in Marin. She has been training and performing at the American Conservatory Theater for the past six years and is a member of ACTS High School Cabaret Ensembles, training under J.J. Macias and Kristen Wajda. Lyle was a finalist in the Bay Area Teen Idol Competition earlier this year and was recently awarded Outstanding Youth Performer for her commitment and dedication to the mission of Bread and Roses.

MARK FOREHINGER 🤗 8:15pm — Performance Stage

Mark Forenhinger Dance Project (MFDPD) is a contemporary dance organization based in San Francisco currently in its 25th season. MFDPD produces Dancing in the Park SF’s Young Choreographers’ Forum SF. Family programming such as Nutcracker Sweet and Alice in Wonderland and contemporary works for its professional ensemble. For more information on MFDPD visit mfdpd.org

MISSION DELIRIUM 🤗 8:40pm — Music Stage

Mission Delirium is an invitation to revel in the sound of earth shaking drums and feverish brass. Let your hair down, get delicious and shake your ass. If it moves you we play it. Bollywood, Balinese, Cimarrón, Afro-pop, Middle Eastern, salsa and more. A love letter to you from the dance floor.

NAVARRA DANCE THEATER 🤗 7:40pm — Performance Stage

Navarra Dance Theater (www.navarradance.org) will present excerpts from their repertoire in Indian dance, Kizomba (salsa arts) and Cumbia. A celebration of love, life and social justice.

OUR COMMUNITY SPONSORS AND PARTNERS:

MJJ Management Group, Yerba Buena Gardens Festival, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, Impark and Heard Corporation

THEATRE FLAMENCO 🤗 9:00pm — Performance Stage

Theatre Flamenco of San Francisco exists to support the cultural enrichment of the San Francisco Bay Area through the presentation and promotion of flamenco, an art form that springs from an international and rich mix of cultural and ethnic influences that converge in southern Spain. The company is the second oldest dance company in San Francisco and one of the longest continually running flamenco groups outside of Spain. Located in the vibrant Mission district of San Francisco, the company hosts monthly shows in its studio performance space featuring world class local and international guest artists, and it also produces one annual home season in San Francisco.

TUCKER GOLDS 🤗 8:45pm — Music Stage

Tucker is a student at the A.C.C. Young Conservatory program and will be singing his own selection this evening. He has extensive vocal and acting training is excited to be participating in this year’s Yerba Buena Night.

VICTORIA GEORGE 🤗 8:00pm — Jessie Square

Victoria George is a singer-songwriter who comes from a family of artists. With a background in theater, Victoria commands a stage with the likes of Allison Krauss or Bonnie Raitt, artists who check their pretensions at the door and prefer honest-to-goodness stories. She has worked in and outside of Nashville’s thriving publishing houses and shared bills with the likes of Brenda Carbon, the Doobie Brothers, Steve Earle, Delta Rae and other industry names that speak for themselves.

OurNight 🤗 6:30pm — Performance Stage

East Bay artist OurNight performs original compositions and cover songs with live vocals and contemporary rhythms such as Pop, Jazz, and Funk. Over a stretch of 8 years they’ve perfected a unique combination of styles which weaves catchy, syncopated melodies with flamenco-styled finger picking. It sounds like the Gypsy Kings and Jimmocoy had a baby in South America! OurNight will take you on a journey of cultural expression with an exciting twist of sounds full of passion, energy, and wild creativity.

SARAAYA 🤗 9:15pm — Performance Stage

Saraaya is a Central Asian & Middle Eastern Dance company at UC Berkeley. Our hope is to share the beauty from these regions of the world through dance.

SYN CIRCUS 🤗 7:00pm, 8:00pm, & 9:00pm — Yerba Buena Lane

We all have a story to tell and our story is Haven’s Syn Circus brings you a collection of aerial performance told from the feminine perspective. Featuring Lucy Haynes, Jennie Victoria, Sara Veselov, and Alyssa Stroud.

THE VERBA BUENA COMMUNITY BENEFIT DISTRICT

The Verba Buena Community Benefit District would like to thank the following supporters for making this event possible:

MJJ Management Group, Yerba Buena Gardens Festival, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, Impark and Heard Corporation

For information on neighborhood news, activities, and businesses, visit www.visityerbabuena.org.

This Year’s Yerba Buena Night is Brought to You by:
THE YERBA BUENA COMMUNITY BENEFIT DISTRICT PRESENTS

THE PERFORMANCE OF A NIGHTIME

THEATRE FLAMENCO
9:00pm - Performance Stage
Theatre Flamenco of San Francisco exists to support the cultural enrichment of the San Francisco Bay Area through the presentation and promotion of flamenco, an art form that sprang from an international and rich mix of cultural and ethnic influences converging in southern Spain. The company is the second oldest dance company in San Francisco and is one of the longest continuously running flamenco performance groups outside of Spain. Located in the vibrant Mission district of San Francisco, the company hosts monthly shows in its studio performance space featuring world class local and international guest artists, and it also produces one annual home season in San Francisco.

TUCKER GOLD
7:45PM & 8:45PM - Jessie Square
Tucker is a student at the A.C.C. Young Conservatory program and will be singing his own selection this evening. He has extensive vocal and acting training and is excited to be participating in this year’s Yerba Buena Night.

VICTORIA GEORGE
8:00PM - Jessie Square
Victoria George is a singer-songwriter who comes from a family of artists with a background in theater. Victoria commends a stage with the words of an Allison Krauss or Bonnie Raitt, artists who check their pretensions at the door and prefer honesty-to-goodness stories. She has worked in and outside of Nashville’s thrumming publishing houses and shared walls with the likes of Brenda Carlisle, the Doobie Brothers, Steve Earle, Delta Rae and other industry names that speak for themselves.

THE YERBA BUENA COMMUNITY BENEFIT DISTRICT INC.
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Theatre Flamenco of San Francisco exists to support the cultural enrichment of the San Francisco Bay Area through the presentation and promotion of flamenco, an art form that sprang from an international and rich mix of cultural and ethnic influences converging in southern Spain. The company is the second oldest dance company in San Francisco and is one of the longest continuously running flamenco performance groups outside of Spain. Located in the vibrant Mission district of San Francisco, the company hosts monthly shows in its studio performance space featuring world class local and international guest artists, and it also produces one annual home season in San Francisco.

TUCKER GOLD
7:45PM & 8:45PM - Jessie Square
Tucker is a student at the A.C.C. Young Conservatory program and will be singing his own selection this evening. He has extensive vocal and acting training and is excited to be participating in this year’s Yerba Buena Night.

VICTORIA GEORGE
8:00PM - Jessie Square
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YERBA BUENA NIGHT SCHEDULE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2016 | 6PM-10PM
JESSIE SQUARE & YERBA BUENA LANE

OUTDOOR PROGRAMMING SCHEDULE
Program subject to change. Please visit the information booth for up-to-date info.

PERFORMANCE STAGE
Market St @ Yerba Buena Lane
6:00pm GRRLR Brigade
6:20pm Pitch, Please
6:30pm LINES Dance Center
6:50pm Sereys Dance
7:00pm Navegantes Dance Theater
7:20pm Pitch, Please
8:10pm San Francisco Friends
8:50pm Faunique & Juicebox
9:45pm Pitch, Please
9:00pm Syn Circus
9:15pm Pitch, Please
9:00pm SPIN

ART INSTALLATIONS
8:00pm Museum Deumir
8:30pm Astrob水利cal Art (ongoing, Jessie Square)
9:00pm Quiet & Event Stage

LEGEND
ART
DANCE
MUSIC
PERFORMANCE
VIDEO
INFORMATION BOOTH
EVENT AREAS
PARKING

YERBA BUENA LANE
6:00pm High, Please
6:20pm 3rd Street Brass Band
7:00pm Syn Circus
7:15pm San Francisco Neo-Futurists
7:45pm Pitch, Please
8:00pm Syn Circus
8:15pm Astrob水利cal Art
8:50pm Juicybox
9:45pm Pitch, Please
9:00pm Syn Circus
9:15pm Pitch, Please

ARTIST COLLECTIVE
6:30pm Performance Stage
Adesso Collective presents its award winning piece “Mar de Fuegos.” Utilizing the conduction of the seesaw as a narrative instrument, the piece explores the interplay among the elements: air, fire, water, and earth.

FAUNIQUE & JUICEBOX
7:00pm Performance Stage
Last Mesaibles is a mid-twentieth century collaboration between Faunique (Monique Jankrei) and Juicebox (Jesse Havel), whose “invisibly” process certain aspects of contemporary politics, the emotional terrain of aging bodies and ageless living, and their unreservedly intense love for grot-to-themed musical theater.

GREGANEGRO VELOCITY ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
6:00pm Yerba Buena Lane
Navy Band Southwest’s 2nd Street Brass Band is a New Orleans-style brass ensemble with a wide-ranging repertoire of classic and contemporary hits. Audiences will enjoy dynamic jazz, rock, funk, new, and current popular songs. 32nd Street Brass Band engages and captivates audiences with its high-energy performances.

JAMES LICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
7:00pm Performance Stage
A Tribute to celebrate the music of Latin and Pop Royalty, Prisco, Swenner, Whitney, Arbo, and Michael. Originally conceived by Keith Carames and Joel Carames with the fresh students of the James Lick Middle School this is a special one-night only encore performance.

JANELLE SORIANO
7:45pm Performance Stage
Janelle Soriano is a junior in High school and has been playing with ACT for the last 2 years. Performing is one of her passions, and so is excited for this opportunity and for everyone to experience her.

LIZ HARVEY
8:00pm Performance Stage
Liz Harvey is a musician who has performed and collaborated with others on this project, the “lost ones”, focusing on the Sixth Mass Extinction and critically endangered plants through embroidery, movement and ritual. This year, the “lost ones” returns to Yerba Buena Night after opening with in 2015. Liz collaborates with choreographers and dancers on this ongoing project, including Mary Armouretto, Catalina Hiil and Megan Nicole. Liz has received awards for her work from the California Arts Council and the Peninsular Artist Fund and is currently working on her work at Plan-D Gallery in Los Angeles. www.lizharveystudio.com IG @litz_harvey_studio

SPIN
Yerba Buena Lane
High-energy pop-punk excitement. Try your skills against one of the SPIN professionals or a friend this year’s Yerba Buena Night. Or step by any other time of the year at 650 7th Street.

Information Booth
4:00pm-10:00pm
Pick up the latest Yerba Buena Night information and purchase one-of-a-kind souvenirs.

PUBLIC RESTROOMS
Located on the Mission Street entrance.

OTHER NEIGHBORHOOD PARTICIPANTS

WANT A BITE TO EAT OR SOMETHING TO DRINK? TRY THESE LOCAL FAVORITES!

Bluestem Brasserie
Located in the same building as the Marcella’s, Bluestem Brasserie is a delicious and delightful eatery with divine cuisine, delicious cocktails and an elegant atmosphere.

Dinaron
25 Yerba Buena Ln
Diverse, high-end menu of modern & regional Indian dishes plus a lunch buffet in a polished space.

Tropiauso
70 Yerba Buena Ln
Lively Mexican eatery serving up delicious plates & margaritas in a relaxed, upbeat environment.

Metreon
155 3rd Street
Buchon Grill
Skoobys
Halo Halo
Fresca Garden
Fresno Vietnamese Rolls & Bowls
Inay Filipino Kitchen
Lemondro
Sannuki Japanese Restaurant
Shara Tea
Siam Chicken
STC Soup Company
Subway
Super Duper
Table Top Top Room

WANT A BITE TO EAT OR SOMETHING TO DRINK? TRY THESE LOCAL FAVORITES!

Bluestem Brasserie
Located in the same building as the Marcella’s, Bluestem Brasserie is a delicious and delightful eatery with divine cuisine, delicious cocktails and an elegant atmosphere.

Dinaron
25 Yerba Buena Ln
Diverse, high-end menu of modern & regional Indian dishes plus a lunch buffet in a polished space.

Tropiauso
70 Yerba Buena Ln
Lively Mexican eatery serving up delicious plates & margaritas in a relaxed, upbeat environment.
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Skoobys
Halo Halo
Fresca Garden
Fresno Vietnamese Rolls & Bowls
Inay Filipino Kitchen
Lemondro
Sannuki Japanese Restaurant
Shara Tea
Siam Chicken
STC Soup Company
Subway
Super Duper
Table Top Top Room

PARKING
8:30pm Victoria Georges
8:40pm A.C.T. Young Conservatory and Greganego Velocity Arts and Entertainment
8:55pm Museum Deumir
9:00pm Museum Deumir
9:15pm Performance Stage
9:45pm Performance Stage
10:00pm Museum Deumir
10:15pm Museum Deumir

PARTICIPANTS

32nd STREET BRASS BAND
6:00pm Yerba Buena Lane
Navy Band Southwest’s 2nd Street Brass Band is a New Orleans-style brass ensemble with a wide-ranging repertoire of classic and contemporary hits. Audiences will enjoy dynamic jazz, rock, funk, new, and current popular songs. 32nd Street Brass Band engages and captivates audiences with its high-energy performances.

GREGANEGRO VELOCITY ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
7:45pm & 8:40pm – Jessie Square Greganego’s Vestige Circus Arts and Entertainment is a San Francisco-based circus troupe and entertainment company that incorporates into the arts, technology, atmospheric concepts and cultural diversity to present performance arts.

GRRL BRIGADE
6:00pm Performance Stage
The GRRL Brigade is an intensive dance/leadership development program designed to provide high quality dance training, performance opportunities, and a sense of well-being for San Francisco’s girls ages 9 to 16. Our goal is to give the girls their parents, and our audience the inspiration, magic, and hope only exceptional dance theater can speak in creating a just and peaceful world.

GRUPA SAMBA RIO
7:45pm Performance Stage
Grupo Samba Rio brings the irresistible rhythms and flavor of Rio de Janeiro’s fabulous Carnival parade to San Francisco! Founded by master Brazilian percussionist Jorge Araujo in 1984, the group has won multiple awards throughout the Bay Area.

HOPE MOHR DANCE
8:40pm Performance Stage
The mission of Hope Mohr Dance (HMD) is to create, present and foster outstanding art at the intersection of the body and the brain. HMD will present an excerpt of a new work with four dancers: Karla Quiñonez, Janie Serna, Berinda Me, and Barina Mendosa.

JAMES LICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
6:00pm Music Stage
A Tribute to celebrate the music of Latin and Pop Royalty, Prisco, Swenner, Whitney, Arebo, and Michael. Originally conceived by Keith Carames and Joel Carames with the fresh students of the James Lick Middle School this is a special one-night only encore performance.

JANELLE SORIANO
7:45pm & 8:45pm Janelle Soriano is a junior in High school and has been playing with ACT for the last 2 years. Performing is one of her passions, and so is excited for this opportunity and for everyone to experience her.

LIZ HARVEY
8:00pm Performance Stage
Liz Harvey is a musician who has performed and collaborated with others on this project, the “lost ones”, focusing on the Sixth Mass Extinction and critically endangered plants through embroidery, movement and ritual. This year, the “lost ones” returns to Yerba Buena Night after opening with in 2015. Liz collaborates with choreographers and dancers on this ongoing project, including Mary Armouretto, Catalina Hiil and Megan Nicole. Liz has received awards for her work from the California Arts Council and the Peninsular Artist Fund and is currently working on her work at Plan-D Gallery in Los Angeles. www.lizharveystudio.com IG @litz_harvey_studio